
TP XBAT
PALLET TRUCK
WITH REMOVABLE BATTERY

WEIGHING SOLUTIONS



Load cells protection: IP68/67
Pallet truck protection: IP54

Pallet trucks with scales for intensive 
use thanks to their high durability 
rechargeable battery

WEIGHING AND SAFETY
The productivity of the plant with the 
mobile weighing technology ensures 
that the pallet truck transports the 
adequate load within the safety limits 
and records all the loads, to facilitate 
the management and control of the 
production, logistics, stocks, etc.

 

WEIGHING IN MOTION
The electronics of the indicator are 
in charge of measuring the weight 
of each shovel automatically and 
providing the total, notifying the 
system operator that the weighing 
has finished and that they can obtain 
a ticket with all the measured data 
or that the data have already been 
registered at that moment in the 
indicator’s memory. This method 
optimizes the process, by reducing 
the weighing time to a minimum.

*For an APPROVED USE IN MOTION consult 
beforehand.

SMART WEIGHING
Acquire the integral weighing 
solutions with the GISCALE software, 
a PC application that allows the 
user to send the weighing records 
and integrate them with the different 
software solutions of the client.

*consult beforehand.

TP XBAT
PALLET TRUCK

Wheels with polyurethane 
outer coating
Maximum height 19 cm

Pallet truck IP54

Nylon wheels and polyurethane outer coating
Maximum height 19 cm

With IP68 
load cells

With IP67 
load cells
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Capacity up to 2.000kg

Functions
piece counting & checkweigher

Wireless connection

2 Load cells IP68

Up to 400 items in TARA memory

Power supply with 12V / 5Ah acid battery. 
Maximum autonomy of 40h.
REMOVABLE AND RECHARGEABLE

Maximum battery life: 40 hours.
Battery charge: 6 h. 
The battery can be charged from the same 
pallet truck or from the charger.

Rechargeable acid battery 12V 5Ah.

Power supply with adapter: 100-240V AC 50/60Hz 0,3A a 12V 1A DC.

EXTERNAL BATTERY
with optional extra battery NON STOP

Operating temperature -10oC to 40oC.

(optional)



OPTIONALS

#Code Description

290051 Second battery pack

220021 Wifi communication board for TP410i

220008 Additional memory board ALIBI/DSD (necessary for metrological  pallet trucks connected to software)

- GIAPP

- Software GISCALE 

720012 Thermal paper for the printer (consumable)

MODELOS

#Code Description Capaciy(kg) Precision (kg)

290043 TP XBAT in stainless steel 1000/2000 0,2/0,5

290044 TP XBAT in stainless steel verified 1000/2000 0,5/1

290045 TP XBAT in stainless steel + printer 1000/2000 0,2/0,5

290046 TP XBAT in stainless steel verified + printer 1000/2000 0,5/1

290035 TP XBAT in painted steel 1000/2000 0,2/0,5

290036 TP XBAT in painted steel verified 1000/2000 0,5/1

290037 TP XBAT in painted steel + printer 1000/2000 0,2/0,5

290038 TP XBAT in painted steel verified + printer 1000/2000 0,5/1
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CONNECTIVITY
The GI410i weighing indicator integrated in the 
pallet truck allows:
 » Wireless connection. 
 » Detects, links and connects with tablet and 

APP (previous configuration).
 » Displays the status of the connected device.
 » Download the weighings.
 » Displays the list of the saved weighings.

Android application for mobile 
devices for the visualization of the 
Gi4xx series of indicators

APP
GIapp

FREE DOWNLOAD
ANDROID APP

www.giropes.com


